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Want to achieve the Quadruple Aim? It’s time to 

rethink our organizational operating systems to 

become more people-positive and complexity-

conscious.

Orion Falvey, Co-founder and Executive Director, Orchid Health



Check-in



Learning Objectives

1. Understand what a more people-positive and complexity-conscious healthcare 

operating system looks like and why it is key to achieving success across the 

Quadruple Aim.

2. Understand several key levers that have the ability to affect systems change and 

spur a true culture shift across your organization.

3. Understand immediate steps any leader or change-agent can take to 

systematically improve organizational resilience and create a better work 

environment rather than just layering programs on top of our current broken 

system.



The current healthcare system continues to result in significant 

burnout, administrative burden, a lack of trust, being reactive and 

rushed, and focusing on risks vs. strengths. 

It’s time for a change, and that change needs to be structural 

vs. layered on top. 



Orchid’s Evolutionary Purpose

To advance a new model for community health to thrive - based 

on well-being, strengths, relationships, equity, and localization!



Estacada Hybrid SBHC/RHC

Oakridge RHC

McKenzie River RHC

Fern Ridge Hybrid SBHC/RHC

Orchid Health

Founded in 2014

60 employees

4 clinic locations

5,500+ patients served



Four Pillars for Organizational Health

Pillar 1: Employee Happiness and Fulfillment 
● Philosophy: A healthy organization starts w ith clinicians and caregivers that are 

cared for and have the autonomy to do w hat they feel is best for their patients and 
community.

● Aim: Building the primary care w orkplace of the future.

Pillar 2: Trusting Relationships 
● Philosophy: Everyone has gifts, everyone has something to contribute, everyone 

cares about something and that passion serves as their motivation to act and to 

improve health.

● Aim: Feel listened to, respected, and unrushed w hen coming in for a visit at your 
local Orchid Health clinic.

Pillar 3: Community Health

● Philosophy: We believe that community health is achieved w hen attention is paid 
to w hat people can do for themselves and others.

● Aim: A f lourishing local ecosystem of informal and formal health creation taking 
place resulting in sustained community health. 

Pillar 4: Financial Sustainability
● Philosophy: Financial sustainability and grow th are best achieved by aligning 

system forces/incentives and by creating a being people-positive and complexity 
conscious operating system w here people feel energized to w ork.

● Aim: To make a distinctive, lasting positive impact in our communities w hile 
advancing a new  model for community health to thrive across the country. Achieve 
a 10-15% operating margin at each established clinic. 



“A healthy healthcare organization starts with

clinicians and care team members that are cared 

for, trusted, and have more autonomy to do what 

they feel is best for their patients and community.”



● People-positive ethos

○ Pull vs push, empowered local teams that 

are trusted to make their own decisions, 

a small # of metrics (starting with how 

people are doing) used to measure 

success and guide decision making.

● Localized when possible to build relationship.

● 60 min new patient visits to get to know you and 

30 min routine follow-up visits. 

● Strengths-based, where “what matters to you” 

and “what is something that you’re proud of or 

that brings you joy”, are a key part of the way 

your care is provided.

● Integrated with the community - “formal and 

informal health creators working hand in hand”.

● Control-focused ethos

○ Push vs pull, very bureaucratic, lack of 

trust and autonomy, tons of quantitative 

metrics that are often inaccurate and 

primarily $$ focused. 

● Centralized when possible to increase 

efficiencies.

● 30 or 40 min new patient visits and then very 

rushed 15 or 20 min routine follow-up visits. 

● Risk-based, where “what’s the matter with you” 

what are your health risks” are the primary 

determinants for how treatment is delivered. 

● Focused solely on traditional healthcare scope 

of work - “formal health creation”.

vs

Status Quo

Orchid Wellbeing-First Primary Care Model vs. Status Quo Primary Care 

Model



Avg. 9.5 out of 10 when asking patients “would you 

recommend to family and friends”

40% reduction in ED visits





The power to add, change, or 

evolve system structure
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Excerpt from Brave New Work:

“The mainstream view is that performance is the result of compliance. If we can 

just get everyone to do exactly as we say, we will achieve our goals. This 

translates into a culture buried in governing constraints— rules, policies, or 

processes for every imaginable scenario that dictate exactly what should be done. 

But Complexity Conscious leaders view performance as the result of collective 

intelligence, emergence, and self- regulation. If we can just create the right 

conditions, everyone will continually find ways to achieve our goals. This 

translates into a culture that is made coherent and free by enabling constraints—

agreements that create freedom to use judgment and interaction in the vast 

majority of situations.”



The goals of the 

system

What we measure matters!





What about healthcare admin?

● Shift from fixer/holding things together → create a clear 

measurement for organizational health  → make 

yourself available to be pulled in when asked → focus 

on building trust as your #1 priority.

● Important roles:

○ offering a vision, 

○ holding space for new organizational practices,

○ role-modeling, 

○ making invitations,

○ creating contexts (helping people think through 

their own decisions), 

○ offering advice/support when pulled in.

“He who does not 

trust enough, will 

not be trusted.”

- Lao Tzu



Immediate steps to take

What is holding 

you back from 

doing the best 

work of your 

life?

Ideas:

● Clarify the metrics that matter and use them to steer.

● Create a mistake board and have leadership express vulnerability by 
owning their mistakes.

● Clarify the decision rights held by teams and roles.

● Before hiring your next administrative role, ask whether or not this 

function could be given to your teams for greater context and speed -
and add capacity there.

● Try giving your frontline teams more authority on items that won’t “sink 

the ship”.

● Identify an administrative function where you can remove “power over” 

authority.

● Commit to gaining consent from those that will be impacted before 
making key decisions.



Learning Objectives - revisited

1. Understand what a more people-positive and complexity-conscious healthcare operating system looks like 

and why it is key to achieving success across the Quadruple Aim.

○ More decision making autonomy to those on the front lines. Clear priorities as an organization. Focus 

on trust. Default to transparency. Create more space for peer-to-peer learning. 

2. Understand several key levers that have immense ability to affect systems change and spur a true culture 

shift across your organization.

○ Focus on power dynamics/authority, goals/incentives, and information flows.

3. Understand immediate steps any leader or change-agent can take to systematically improve organizational 

resilience and create a better work environment rather than just layering programs on top of our current, 

broken system. 

○ Start your learning journey → form a book club reading “Brave New Work” with people who are 

interested in rethinking how we work to become more people-positive and complexity-conscious. 

○ Clarify the metrics that matter, including team well-being, and use them to steer.





“Everyone has gifts, everyone has something to contribute, everyone cares 

about something, and that passion serves as their motivation to act.”



Thank you and please reach out if you are interested in 

having a follow-up conversation: orion@orchidhealth.org

mailto:orion@orchidhealth.org
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